
 

 

5th Grade 
Math 

AKS = Academic Knowledge and Skills: the curriculum your child will learn this year in school.   
 
AKS/Objective: Fractions 

• Add and subtract fractions and mixed numbers with unlike denominators by finding a 
common denominator and equivalent fractions to produce like denominators 

• Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions including cases of 
unlike denominators (e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the 
problem); use benchmark fractions and number sense of fractions to estimate mentally 
and assess the reasonableness of answers (e.g., recognize an incorrect result 2/5 + 1/2 = 
3/7, by observing that 3/7 < 1/2) 

This means… 

1. The students can solve word 
problems by adding and subtracting 
fractions with unlike denominators 
using fraction models or equations. 

 

 

 

 

2. The students can use benchmark 
fractions and numbers to estimate 
the reasonableness of their answer. 
(Reasonableness means to check to 
see if the answer makes sense in the 
context of the problem.) 

 

 

This looks like… 

1.  
 

 
2. Click here to download this sheet. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NeNHKIq7YEnQfmkYR5hLNrSU-5x2pJ5ClCuyk2QWSN4/edit?usp=sharing
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Activity Title: Thinking Blocks Fractions LEVEL: Proficient 

Materials needed: 

• Math Playground: Thinking Blocks Fractions website 

• How to make a fraction kit video 

• fraction bars or fraction circles 

• math notebook or paper 

• pencil 

 

Directions:  

1. Click on the link for “Math Playground: Thinking Blocks Fractions website”. (above) 
(https://www.mathplayground.com/tb_fractions/index.html) 

2. You will see “Bella’s Barnyard Band” and an orange arrow. Tap the arrow to take you to 
the page to “Select a model to begin a new set”. 

3. Choose “Unlike denominators”.  

4. Read the instructions in the box then read the word problem, build a model and tap the 
green check mark to check your work. 

5. Read and follow the feedback in the box to build and label your model. Be sure to use 
benchmark fractions to estimate the reasonableness of the answer. 

6. Once you have completed your model, write the number sentence for the model in your 
math notebook/paper or use the “draw” button to write on the screen.  

7. Solve the problem.  

8. Type the answer (not the number sentence) in the box.  

9. Tap the blue check mark to check your answer.  

10. Repeat the steps to solve the next problem. 

 

Now Try Using Hands-On Fraction Bars  

Virtual Fraction Bars  You can use this link to use virtual Fraction Bars to solve the problem. 

Directions for using Virtual Fraction Bars  

Solve this Word Problem 

https://www.mathplayground.com/tb_fractions/index.html
https://gcpsk12-org.zoom.us/rec/play/p-sjig_txDu3es1BA671dlLw-AS1Ag3niUpPx9OJJEtFXnrfncEKbris4c0NtGTRbAtcBL8uA9lqt_kB.j_ON_GQPIp4j7DUi?continueMode=true&amp;_x_zm_rtaid=FW6lnltQS0CdnVeFrGeovQ.1607562583158.edb29f52b90e6963dbb7cf17637a3d47&amp;_x_zm_rhtaid=149
https://media.pk12ls.com/curriculum/math/Tools/tools/EnvisionFractions.html?helpDir=./help_mt&amp;returnURL=../MTindex.html&amp;mode=4
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HBfOwu3HWN3aNcdjYz4XMbKIN7sTIqOm/view?usp=sharing
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You have two same size bags of candies. Bag A is 3/8 full and Bag B is 1/4 full.  If you combine 
the two bags of candy, will you have less than a half, about half, or more than half of a bag of 
candy? What is the total amount of candy pieces? 

 

Thinking About It  

If I combine the bags, will it be close to a half, maybe a little more, but definitely not one whole 
bag.   

How do I know???    

I know that both bags of candies are less than ½ full because 4/8=½ and ⅜ is less than 4/8 and 
2/4=½ so ¼ is also less than ½. 

 First, I am going to represent combining both bags of candies using fraction bars.  

 
 

Next, in order to find the total amount, I need to find an equivalent fraction to ¼ so that I have 
the same size parts to combine.  

 
Now, when the 2/8 from Bag B is added to the 3/8 from Bag A, the sum is 5/8.  

 

 

Explain your answer in a complete sentence. 

⅜ + 2/8 = ⅝ of a bag of candy.   ⅝ is a little more than ½.    

 

If the activity is too hard, try this:  

Allow your child to explore with measurement tools for baking. For example, help them 
measure amounts and see connections between ¼ cup and 1 cup. Using a food item, such as a 



Math 5th Grade   
 
tortilla, cut into four pieces can be a great model for fourths. As you explore these models in 
your home, talk with your child about what they represent. This site has some suggestions for 
activities related to modeling fractions in the kitchen.  

Encourage your child to match visual models of fractions with their numerical representation. 
This can be done using games and tools such as those on mathplayground.com, or by drawing 
them on paper. EXAMPLE:  

•  

 

If the activity is too easy, try this:  
• Give your child a fraction and have them create an equation and word problem that 

equals that fraction. EXAMPLE: 

https://www.nomsterchef.com/blog-source/2017/7/19/learning-through-cooking-fractions
https://www.mathplayground.com/index_fractions.html
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• Invite your child to work with you in the kitchen. Select a recipe with fractional 
measurements that you can prepare together, and double or half the ingredients. 
Consider this recipe for Chocolate Zucchini Bread. Have your child convert the 
measurements prior to baking.  

 

If the activity is just right, try this:  
• Give your child equations with fractions similar to those modeled in the lesson 

above. Have your child create a word problem that is represented by the equation. 
EXAMPLE:  

 
 

For additional practice: 

• Khan Academy worksheet 
• Visit www.khanacademy.org 
• Visit www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games 

 

https://www.nomsterchef.com/nomster-illustrated-recipe-database/chocolate-chip-zucchini-banana-bread
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ee7OjRKGKo09U-B6w0kmL9eHQQzl5nL4qvki2pCntck/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.khanacademy.org
http://www.splashlearn.com/fraction-games
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